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On behalf of Splash! Publications, we would like to welcome you to Do Arizona!  Since the 
curriculum was designed by teachers, we are positive that you will fi nd it to be the most 
comprehensive program you have ever used to teach Arizona History.  We would like to take a 
few moments to familiarize you with Do Arizona!

THE FORMAT
Do Arizona! is a two-book set consisting of a Teacher’s Edition and a Teacher’s Resource.  
The Teacher’s Edition contains all of the student information pages.  The Teacher’s Resource 
includes all of the activities for the curriculum.  Our goal is a curriculum that you can use the 
very fi rst day you receive our materials.  No lessons to plan, comprehension questions to write, 
activities to create, or vocabulary words to fi nd.  Simply open the book and start teaching.

Do Arizona! is divided into four sections.  The fi rst section is United States and Arizona 
Geography, followed by Arizona Wildlife, Arizona History, and Arizona Government and 
Economy.  Each of the 34 lessons requires students to complete vocabulary cards, read about 
an Arizona topic, and complete a comprehension activity that will expose them to various 
standardized test formats.  In addition, some lessons will include vocabulary quizzes, mapping 
and graphing, puzzles, research and writing, time lines, and following directions activities.  
Whether they’re designing a travel brochure, recreating a Native American dwelling, growing 
citrus plants, or writing about their adventures as a soldier in the Mexican War, your students 
will marvel at the rich heritage, beauty, and constant activity that Arizona has to offer them.  
Students will need scissors, glue, and coloring pencils to complete many of the activities.

Some of the activities require students to use information from previous lessons they’ve 
studied in the section.  If you did not purchase a classroom set of Do Arizona! Student Books, 
we strongly suggest that students use a binder in which to keep copies of the information they 
have read.  You may simply want to make copies of the entire section for each student before 
beginning.  
 
THE LESSON PLANS
On the next several pages you will see the Lesson Plans for the entire curriculum.  When 
you need to make copies of the student information pages, we have listed the page numbers 
and the initials T.E. for Teacher’s Edition.  Likewise, when you need to make copies of the 
activities, we have listed the page numbers and the initials T.R. for Teacher’s Resource.  
The answers to all activities, quizzes, and comprehension questions are located in the back of 
the Teacher’s Resource Book.
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THE STATE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS
Do Arizona! was designed to align with the State Standards for Social Studies.  These standards 
serve as a framework for Arizona Social Studies curricula by providing student performance 
expectations in the areas of American History, World History, Civics/Government, Geography, 
and Economics.  Alignment to Arizona’s Social Studies Standards has been noted in the Lesson 
Plans.

OTHER CONTENT AREAS
Do Arizona! integrates Social Studies content and all other areas of the elementary curriculum.  
You will fi nd that most of the activities in the Teacher’s Resource focus not only on Social 
Studies content, but on Reading, Math, Language, Research Skills, and Science as well.  

COLLEGE AND CAREER READY STANDARDS: THE “BIG IDEAS”
College and Career Ready (CCR) Standards ensure that all students are college and career 
ready in literacy no later than the end of high school.  These standards help teachers prioritize 
instruction and connect the “big ideas” students need to know in order to advance.  As a 
reading-based program, Do Arizona! fosters literacy in Social Studies.  
 At the same time that students are learning important factual content about the history 
of Arizona, they are meeting the CCR Standards for English Language Arts by constructing 
time lines for themselves and Arizona’s famous explorers, writing imaginative stories and 
letters about their adventures in the Mexican War, persuading an Arizona legislator to pass a 
law, conducting a research project about the Arizona Territory, and discussing the difference 
between Arizona’s tribal and state governments to make connections to the “big ideas” of 
Arizona’s history.  CCR Standard alignment in Do Arizona! has been noted in the Lesson Plans. 

COLLEGE AND CAREER READY STRAND CODE: 
CC = COLLEGE AND CAREER

RL = READING-LITERATURE

RI = READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT 
RF = READING FOUNDATIONS SKILLS

W = WRITING

SL = SPEAKING LISTENING

L = LANGUAGE

 

THE LITERATURE STUDY
We have included a complete Literature Study on pages 134-152 of your Teacher’s Edition.  
The Literature Study focuses on the subjects of Arizona, frontier life, westward expansion, 
territorial days, and Native Americans.  The Literature Study begins with a Teacher letter 
outlining the features of this unit which include an Annotated Bibliography, Discussion Cards 
for use in Discussion Groups, Comprehension and Vocabulary activities, Writing activities, 
Book Talks, and a Record Sheet.
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THE VOCABULARY
Many of the student information pages feature words in bold type.  We have included a 
Glossary on pages 124-133 of your Teacher’s Edition to help students pronounce and defi ne the 
words.  Unlike a dictionary, the defi nitions in the Glossary are concise and written at a fourth 
grade level.  Remember, we’re teachers!  Students will be exposed to these vocabulary words 
in the comprehension activities.  They will also be tested on the vocabulary words during each 
of the four sections.  

Students will be responsible for fi lling out and studying the vocabulary cards.  You may want 
to have students bring in a small box for storing their vocabulary cards.  We don’t have to tell 
you that incorporating these words into your Reading and Spelling programs will save time 
and make the words more meaningful for students.

THE COPYRIGHT
Revised Edition, 2016
Text Copyright © 1993 by SPLASH! Publications, Glendale Arizona
Illustration Copyright © 1993 by SPLASH! Publications, Glendale Arizona 
All rights reserved.  No part of this publication may be reproduced
or transmitted in any form by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopy, recording, or any information storage or 
retrieval system without permission in written form from the authors
except for those pages in the Teacher’s Edition and Teacher’s Resource
book.  Pages in the Teacher’s Edition and Teacher’s Resource book may 
be reproduced by the original purchaser only for classroom use and
may not be sold or used for purposes other than those specifi cally 
permitted by the authors.
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ARIZONA GEOGRAPHY

1. Before reading the Northeast Region, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for borders, capital, capitol, colonists, constitution, 
   economy, exhibits, factories, granite, Great Britain, historians, independence,  
   invented, manufacturing, Pilgrims, preserve, refuge, regions, resort, resources, 
   Revolutionary War, wilderness.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading the Northeast Region (pps. 1-2 T.E.), students will:
  • answer the Northeast Region Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 2 T.R.)
  • complete Northeast Regions discussion questions.  (pg. 3 T.R.)
  • use cardinal and intermediate directions to plot points of interest on a New England 
   states map.  (pps. 4-7 T.R.)
  • use latitude/longitude to plot points of interest on a Middle Atlantic states 
   map.  (pps. 8-12 T.R.)

THE NORTHEAST REGION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO1

STRAND 3: CIVICS/GOVERNMENT

1: PO2

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO5, PO6
2: PO1, PO4
4: PO5
5: PO1
6: PO1

THE NORTHEAST REGION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4B, 
CC.4.SL.1A, CC.4.SL.1C, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUED) 

2. Before reading the Middle West Region, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for aviation, canals, minerals, petroglyphs.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading the Middle West Region (pps. 3-4 T.E.), students will:
  • answer the Middle West Region Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 13 T.R.)
  • complete discussion questions for the Middle West Region.  (pg. 14 T.R.)
  • use number/letter pairs to plot historic sites on a Great Lakes states 
   map.  (pps. 15-17 T.R.)
  • use a grid system to locate state parks on a Great Plains states map.  (pps. 18-20 T.R.)
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for Arizona Geography Part I.  (pps. 21-22 T.R.)

THE MIDDLE WEST REGION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO1

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO5, PO6
2: PO1, PO4
4: PO5
5: PO1, PO2
6: PO1

THE MIDDLE WEST REGION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4B, 
CC.4.SL.1A, CC.4.SL.1C, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUED) 

3. Before reading the Southeast Region, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for Civil War, climate, destructive, industries, 
   limestone, military, prehistoric, profi table, straits, tourism, variety, 
   vertical.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading the Southeast Region (pps. 5-6 T.E.), students will:
  • answer the Southeast Region Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 23 T.R.)
  • complete discussion questions for the Southeast Region.  (pg. 24 T.R.)
  • use cardinal and intermediate directions to plot points of interest on a Southeast 
   states map.  (pps. 25-28 T.R.)

THE SOUTHEAST REGION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO1

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO5, PO6
2: PO1, PO4
4: PO5
5: PO1
6: PO1

THE SOUTHEAST REGION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4B, 
CC.4.SL.1A, CC.4.SL.1C, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUED) 

4. Before reading the Southwest Region, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for annual, arid, endangered, founders, gorge, humid, 
   inhabited, livestock, nuclear, precipitation, pueblo, sagebrush, species.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading the Southwest Region (pps. 7-8 T.E.), students will:
  • answer the Southwest Region Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 29 T.R.)
  • complete discussion questions for the Southwest Region.  (pg. 30 T.R.)
  • use latitude/longitude to plot points of interest on a Southwest states 
   map.  (pps. 31-35 T.R.)
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for Arizona Geography Part II.  (pps. 36-37 T.R.)

THE SOUTHWEST REGION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO1
7: PO1

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO5, PO6, PO7
2: PO1, PO4
4: PO5
5: PO1
6: PO1 

THE SOUTHWEST REGION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4B, 
CC.4.SL.1A, CC.4.SL.1C, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUED) 

5. Before reading the West Region, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for completion, culture, dwellings, erupt, extends, 
   fertile, formations, fossil, geysers, glacier, inlet, islands, mammals, mountainous, 
   reptiles, saloons, theory, transcontinental, treaty, unique, volcanic, 
   weary.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading the West Region (pps. 9-10 T.E.), students will:
  • answer the West Region Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 38 T.R.)
  • complete discussion questions for the West Region.  (pg. 39 T.R.)
  • use cardinal and intermediate directions to plot points of interest on a Mountain 
   states map.  (pps. 40-44 T.R.)
  • use number coordinates to plot national parks and monuments on a Pacifi c states  
   map.  (pps. 45-47 T.R.)

THE WEST REGION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO1
7: PO1

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO5, PO6
2: PO1, PO4
4: PO5
5: PO1, PO3
6: PO1 

THE WEST REGION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4B, 
CC.4.SL.1A, CC.4.SL.1C, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUED) 

6. Before reading Arizona’s Regions, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for boundaries, buttes, elevation, native, observatory, 
   petrifi ed, plateau.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Arizona’s Regions (pps. 11-12 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Arizona’s Regions Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 48 T.R.)
  • label and describe each of Arizona’s three regions on an Arizona map.  (pg. 49 T.R.)
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for Arizona Geography Part III.  (pps. 50-51 T.R.)

ARIZONA’S REGION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO1

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO4, PO5, PO6
2: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO4
4: PO5
6: PO1 

ARIZONA’S REGION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, 
CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6Pre
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ARIZONA GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUED) 

7. Before reading Arizona’s Rivers and Lakes, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for alfalfa, constructed, hydroelectric, irrigate,    
   kayaking, recreation, reservoir, tributaries.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Arizona’s Rivers and Lakes (pps. 13-15 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Arizona’s Rivers and Lakes Reading Comprehension 
   Questions.  (pg. 52 T.R.)
  • label Arizona’s rivers, lakes, and dams on an Arizona map.  (pps. 53-54 T.R.)

ARIZONA’S RIVERS AND LAKES IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO1

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO5, PO6, PO7
4: PO5
5: PO3

ARIZONA’S RIVERS AND LAKES IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, 
CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6Pre
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ARIZONA GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUED) 

8. Before reading Arizona’s Points of Interest, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for erosion, extinct, meteorite, mission, missionaries, 
   monuments, North America, pioneer, reservation, telescopes, terrain.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Arizona’s Points of Interest (pps. 16-24 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Arizona’s Points of Interest Reading Comprehension 
   Questions.  (pg. 55 T.R.)
  • follow written directions to design an Arizona Travel Brochure.  (pps. 56-65 T.R.)
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for Arizona Geography Part IV.  (pps. 66-67 T.R.)

ARIZONA’S POINTS OF INTEREST IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO1, PO3

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO1, PO2, PO5, PO7
2: PO2, PO3, PO4
4: PO5
6: PO1

ARIZONA’S POINTS OF INTEREST IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, 
CC.4.W.7, CC.4.L.2A, CC.4.L.2B, CC.4.L.2C, CC.4.L.2D, CC.4.L.3A, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, 
CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA WILDLIFE 

1. Before reading The Animal Kingdom, students will:
  
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for burrowing, exoskeletons, fl exible, internal, perch, 
   predators, squid.  (pg. 1 T.R.) 
    
 After reading The Animal Kingdom (pps. 25-27 T.E.), students will: 

  • answer The Animal Kingdom Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 68 T.R.) 
  • create and play the game Adaptation Match-Up.  (pps. 69-77 T.R.)

THE ANIMAL KINGDOM LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO6

THE ANIMAL KINGDOM LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.L.4A, 
CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA WILDLIFE (CONTINUED) 

2. Before reading Vertebrates, students will:
  
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for continent, marsupials, prey, rodents, shallow, 
   snouts, venomous.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Vertebrates (pps. 28-30 T.E.), students will:

  • answer Vertebrates Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 78 T.R.) 
  • research to create the game Find the Fib.  (pps. 79-81 T.R.)    
  NOTE: YOU WILL NEED TO MAKE FOUR COPIES OF PAGE 81 FOR EACH STUDENT.

THE VERTEBRATES LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO6

THE VERTEBRATES LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.L.4A, 
CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6Pre
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ARIZONA WILDLIFE (CONTINUED) 

3. Before reading Invertebrates, students will:
  
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for recyclers and tentacles.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Invertebrates (pps. 31-33 T.E.), students will:
  
  • answer Invertebrates Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 82 T.R.)
  • research to fi nd answers to questions in The Riddler.  (pps. 83-84 T.R.) 
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for Arizona Wildlife Part I.  (pg. 85 T.R.)

THE INVERTEBRATES LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO6

THE INVERTEBRATES LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.W.7, 
CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6Pre
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ARIZONA WILDLIFE (CONTINUED)

4. Before reading Large Mammals, students will:
  
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for bison, canine, digest, illegal, inactive,    
   mammoths, yucca.  (pg. 1 T.R.) 
    
 After reading Large Mammals (pps. 34-38 T.E.), students will:
  
  • answer Large Mammals Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 86 T.R.) 
  • use a graphic organizer to research and complete Mammal Expert’s 
   Journal Part I.  (pps. 87-96 T.R.) 

THE LARGE MAMMALS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO6, PO7
2: PO3, PO4 

THE LARGE MAMMALS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.W.7, 
CC.4.L.2A, CC.4.L.2D, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA WILDLIFE (CONTINUED) 

5. Before reading Small Mammals, students will:
  
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for conserve and prairies.  (pg. 1 T.R.) 
       
 After reading Small Mammals (pps. 39-43 T.E.), students will:
  
  • answer Small Mammals Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 97 T.R.) 
  • use a graphic organizer to research and complete Mammal Expert’s 
   Journal Part II.  (pps. 98-107 T.R.)

THE SMALL MAMMALS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO6, PO7
2: PO3, PO4 

THE SMALL MAMMALS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.W.7, 
CC.4.L.2A, CC.4.L.2D, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6Pre
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ARIZONA WILDLIFE (CONTINUED) 

6. Before reading Birds, students will:
  
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for foothills, habitat, migrate, nectar, 
   talons.  (pg. 1 T.R.)    
 After reading Birds (pps. 44-49 T.E.), students will:
  
  • answer Birds Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 108 T.R.) 
  • place Arizona birds in their proper regions on an Arizona map.  (pps. 109-110 T.R.) 
  • complete the Arizona Bird Chart.  (pps. 111-112 T.R.) 
  • use the Arizona Bird Chart to create a bar graph.  (pg. 113 T.R.)

THE BIRDS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO2, PO3, PO6, PO7
2: PO3, PO4 

THE BIRDS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.L.4A, 
CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6Pre
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ARIZONA WILDLIFE (CONTINUED)

7. Before reading Fish and Reptiles, students will:
  
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for domed and fatal.  (pg. 1 T.R.) 
   
 After reading Fish and Reptiles (pps. 50-52 T.E.), students will:
  
  • answer Fish and Reptiles Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 114 T.R.) 
  • create a Fish and Reptile Circle Chart and Flip Chart.  (pps. 115-119 T.R.)
  • use color to complete Mimicry: Coral Snakes and King Snakes.  (pps. 120-121 T.R.)

THE FISH AND REPTILES LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO6, PO7
2: PO4 

THE FISH AND REPTILES LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.L.4A, 
CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA WILDLIFE (CONTINUED) 

8. After reading Amphibians (pps. 53-55 T.E.), students will:
  
  • answer Amphibians Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 122 T.R.)  
  • use number coordinates to complete Grid Math.  (pps. 123-125 T.R.) 

THE AMPHIBIANS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO2, PO7
2: PO4 

THE AMPHIBIANS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.L.4A, 
CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA WILDLIFE (CONTINUED) 

9. Before reading Arthropods, students will:
  
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for circular, cocoons, metamorphosis, paralyze, 
   regenerate, reproduce.  (pg. 1 T.R.) 
    
 After reading Arthropods (pps. 56-60 T.E.), students will:
  
  • answer Arthropods Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 126 T.R.) 
  • create a classifi cation system for Arizona’s Wildlife.  (pps. 127-129 T.R.)
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for Arizona Wildlife Part II.  (pps. 130-131 T.R.)

THE ARTHROPODS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO7
2: PO4 

THE ARTHROPODS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.L.4A, 
CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6Pre
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ARIZONA HISTORY 

1. Before reading Arizona’s Ancient Peoples, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for adobe, archaeologists, artifacts, Asia, 
   ceremonies, descendants, drought, granaries, mesa, population, 
   settlements.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Arizona’s Ancient Peoples (pps. 61-66 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Arizona’s Ancient Peoples Reading Comprehension 
   Questions.  (pg. 132 T.R.)
  • use cardinal and intermediate directions to plot ancient dwellings on a 
   map.  (pps. 133-136 T.R.)
  • follow written directions to make a miniature Hohokam 
   dwelling.  (pps. 137-139 T.R.)
  • follow written directions to make a miniature Anasazi dwelling.  (pps. 140-143 T.R.)

ARIZONA’S ANCIENT PEOPLES LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO1, PO4
2: PO1, PO2, PO3

STRAND 2: WORLD HISTORY

1: PO1, PO4

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO7
5: PO2, PO3
6: PO1 

ARIZONA’S ANCIENT PEOPLES LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.L.4A, 
CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA HISTORY (CONTINUED) 

2. Before reading Spanish in Arizona, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for agriculture, appointed, attaining, 
   autobiography, biographies, blockade, captive, Catholic, Christianity, 
   coast, colony, conquered, convinced, customs, defeating, defend, emperor, empire, 
   expand, expedition, fertilized, governor, hoax, presidio, province, ransom, recruit, 
   sacrifi ced, sculptures.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Spanish in Arizona (pps. 67-73 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Spanish in Arizona Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 144 T.R.)
  • differentiate between primary and secondary sources.  (pg. 145 T.R.)
  • create a time line for Spanish explorers in Time Travel Part I  (pg. 146 T.R.)
  • create a personal time line in Time Travel Part II  (pg. 147 T.R.)
  • use number pairs to complete Explorer Grid Math  (pps. 148-150 T.R.)
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for Arizona History Part I.  (pps. 151-152 T.R.)

THE SPANISH IN ARIZONA LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO1, PO2, PO3
3: PO1, PO2, PO3

STRAND 2: WORLD HISTORY

1: PO1
2: PO1, PO2
5: PO1, PO2

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO7
6: PO1 

THE SPANISH IN ARIZONA LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.L.4A, 
CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA HISTORY (CONTINUED) 

3. Before reading Americans in Arizona, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for Europe, harsh, incisor, Mormon, prospectors, 
   raiding.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Americans in Arizona (pps. 74-76 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Americans in Arizona Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 153 T.R.)
  • complete a graphic organizer to write a Mountain Man story.  (pps. 154-157 T.R.)
  • follow written directions to draw a beaver.  (pps. 158-159 T.R.)

THE AMERICANS IN ARIZONA LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO1, PO2, PO3
5: PO1, PO2, PO4

STRAND 2: WORLD HISTORY

1: PO1

STRAND 3: CIVICS/GOVERNMENT

1: PO1

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO1, PO2, PO7
4: PO1, PO3
6: PO1 

THE AMERICANS IN ARIZONA LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.W.2A, 
CC.4.W.2B, CC.4.W.2C, CC.4.W.2D, CC.4.W.4, CC.4.W.5, CC.4.W.8, CC.4.W.10, CC.4.L.2A, 
CC.4.L.2B, CC.4.L.2C, CC.4.L.2D, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA HISTORY (CONTINUED) 

4. Before reading The Mexican War, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for citizens and dispute.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading The Mexican War (pps. 77-78 T.E.), students will:
  • answer The Mexican War Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 160 T.R.)
  • complete discussion questions for Arizona’s Connection with 
   Mexico.  (pg. 161 T.R.)
  • complete a graphic organizer to write a Mexican War letter using proper letter 
   writing format.  (pps. 162-171 T.R.)

THE MEXICAN WAR LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO1
5: PO3

STRAND 2: WORLD HISTORY

1: PO1

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO1, PO2, PO7
4: PO2

THE MEXICAN WAR LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.W.1A, 
CC.4.W.1B, CC.4.W.1C, CC.4.W.1D, CC.4.W.4, CC.4.W.5, CC.4.W.8, CC.4.SL.4, CC.4.L.2A, 
CC.4.L.2B, CC.4.L.2C, CC.4.L.2D, CC.4.L.3A, CC.4.L.3B, CC.4.L.3C, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, 
CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA HISTORY (CONTINUED) 

5. Before reading Territorial Days, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for abolish, carpenters, Confederacy, Congress, 
   debts, enforcement, fl ed, outlaw, outraged, plantations, public transportation, 
   regiments, steamboats, surrender, territory, unveiled.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Territorial Days (pps. 79-84 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Territorial Days Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 172 T.R.)
  • read about Buffalo Soldiers and answer thought provoking 
   questions.  (pps. 173-175 T.R.)
  • choose from several illustrated events to complete a Santa Fe Trail 
   Journal.  (pps. 176-181 T.R.)   
  Note:  You will need to make six copies of page 178 T.R. for students.

THE TERRITORIAL DAYS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO2, PO4
5: PO4, PO5
6: PO1
7: PO1, PO2, PO3
10: PO3, PO4

STRAND 3: CIVICS/GOVERNMENT

1: PO3, PO4
3: PO1, PO3

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY 
1: PO1, PO2, PO7
4: PO1, PO3
5: PO2, PO3
6: PO1

THE TERRITORIAL DAYS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.W.3A, 
CC.4.W.3B, CC.4.W.3C, CC.4.W.3D, CC.4.W.3E, CC.4.W.4, CC.4.W.7, CC.4.W.8, CC.4.W.10, 
CC.4.SL.1A, CC.4.SL.1D, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA HISTORY (CONTINUED) 

6. Before reading Arizona: the 48th State, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for adopted, democracy, enriches, motto, 
   offi cial.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Arizona: the 48th State (pps. 85-86 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Arizona: the 48th State Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 182 T.R.)
  • follow written directions to correctly color Arizona’s state fl ag.  (pps. 183-184 T.R.)
  • follow written directions to draw Arizona’s state bird, the Cactus 
   Wren.  (pps. 185-187 T.R.)
  • follow written directions to draw Arizona’s state fl ower, the Saguaro Cactus 
   Blossom.  (pps. 188-189 T.R.)
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for Arizona History Part II.  (pps. 190-191 T.R.)

THE STATEHOOD LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
7: PO3, PO4

STRAND 3: CIVICS/GOVERNMENT

1: PO1

THE STATEHOOD LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.L.4A, 
CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY 

1. Before reading Arizona’s Government, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for abused, accused, appeal, astronomers, 
   attorney general, bales, botanical, casino, caverns, child custody, civil rights, 
   communications, delegates, elected, founded, gallows, inspector, jaywalking, jury, 
   legislators, lumbering, majority, petition, secretary of state, shoreline, souvenirs, 
   Supreme Court, transport, treasurer, uranium, veto.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Arizona’s Government (pps. 87-91 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Arizona’s Government Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 192 T.R.)
  • create a color-coded map of Arizona’s Counties.  (pps. 193-194 T.R.)
  • research and create a piece of a giant Arizona County Puzzle.  (pps. 195-210 T.R.) 
  
  NOTE: WE’VE INCLUDED COUNTY FACT SHEETS FOR EACH ARIZONA COUNTY (PPS. 211-216 T.R.)

THE ARIZONA GOVERNMENT LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY 
1: PO2, PO3
5: PO3, PO4
7: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO4, PO5

STRAND 3: CIVICS/GOVERNMENT

1: PO3
2: PO1, PO2
3: PO1, PO2, PO3
4: PO1, PO2, PO3

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO7
4: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO4, PO5
5: PO1, PO2, PO3
6: PO1, PO2, PO3

THE ARIZONA GOVERNMENT LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4B, 
CC.4.W.7, CC.4.SL.1A, CC.4.SL.1C, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY (CONTINUED) 

2. Before reading Citizenship, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for elderly, handicapped, landfi ll.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Citizenship (pps. 92-93 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Citizenship Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 217 T.R.)
  • complete discussion questions for Citizenship.  (pg. 218 T.R.)
  • use a graphic organizer to write a persuasive letter to an Arizona 
   legislator.  (pps. 219-231 T.R.)
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for Arizona Government and Economy 
   Part I.  (pps. 232-233 T.R.)

THE CITIZENSHIP LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 3: CIVICS/GOVERNMENT 
1: PO3
2: PO1, PO2
3: PO1, PO2, PO3
4: PO1, PO2, PO3

THE CITIZENSHIP LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4B, 
CC.4.W.1A, CC.4.W.1B, CC.4.W.1C, CC.4.W.1D, CC.4.W.4, CC.4.W.5, CC.4.W.8, CC.4.SL.1A, 
CC.4.SL.1C, CC.4.SL.4, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.2A, CC.4.L.2B, CC.4.L.2C, CC.4.L.2D, CC.4.L.3A, 
CC.4.L.3B, CC.4.L.3C, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY (CONTINUED) 

3. Before reading Arizona’s Native Americans, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for allies, ancestors, barren, convert, cultural, 
   environmental, hogans, income, infl uenza, sage, smallpox, timber.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Arizona’s Native Americans (pps. 94-100 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Arizona’s Native Americans Reading Comprehension 
   Questions.  (pg. 234 T.R.)
  • complete discussion questions for Arizona’s Native Americans.  (pg. 235 T.R.)
  • create a color-coded map for Arizona’s Native American 
   Reservations.  (pps. 236-237 T.R.)
  • differentiate between primary and secondary sources.  (pg. 238 T.R.)
  • use primary and secondary sources to make the game Find the 
   Fib.  (pps. 239-242 T.R.)
  • follow directions to make a Find the Fib Pocket Organizer.  (pps. 243-246 T.R.)

  NOTE: YOU WILL NEED TO MAKE TEN COPIES OF PAGE 240 T.R. FOR EACH STUDENT.

ARIZONA’S NATIVE AMERICANS IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY

1: PO2, PO3
5: PO4, PO5
7: PO5

STRAND 3: CIVICS/GOVERNMENT 
2: PO2

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO1, PO3
4: PO4

ARIZONA’S NATIVE AMERICANS IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4B, 
CC.4.SL.1A, CC.4.SL.1C, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6, CC.4.W.7
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ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY (CONTINUED) 

4. Before reading Arizona’s Economy, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for wage.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Arizona’s Economy (pps. 101-106 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Arizona’s Economy Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 247 T.R.)
  • complete discussion questions for Arizona’s Economy.  (pg. 248 T.R.)
  • make a chart comparing and contrasting Entrepreneurs and Wage 
   Earners.  (pps. 249-250 T.R.)
  • use the compare and contrast chart to make an Economy Learning 
   Wheel.  (pps. 251-254 T.R.)

ARIZONA’S ECONOMY LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY

7: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO4

STRAND 2: WORLD HISTORY

8: PO1, PO2

STRAND 3: CIVICS/GOVERNMENT 
1: PO1
3: PO1

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

2: PO2
4: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO4, PO5
5: PO1, PO3
6: PO1

STRAND 5: ECONOMICS

1: PO1, PO2, PO3
2: PO1, PO2, PO3, PO4, PO5, PO6
5: PO1
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ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY (CONTINUED) 

5. Before reading The Great Depression, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for admired, ammunition, campaign, cargo, charity, 
   disability, minimum, polio, restoring, retired, secure, tutors, 
   unemployed.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading The Great Depression (pps. 107-109 T.E.), students will:
  • answer the Great Depression Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 255 T.R.)
  • complete discussion questions for the Great Depression.  (pg. 256 T.R.)
  • read about Franklin D. Roosevelt and answer discussion 
   questions.  (pps. 257-259 T.R.)
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for Arizona Government and Economy 
   Part II.  (pps. 260-261 T.R.)

THE GREAT DEPRESSION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY

8: PO1
10: PO3

STRAND 5: ECONOMICS

2: PO6

THE GREAT DEPRESSION LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4B, 
CC.4.SL.1A, CC.4.SL.1C, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY (CONTINUED) 

6. Before reading World War II, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for atomic, dictators, loyalty, relocation, sawmill, 
   smelters, smuggled, vessels.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading World War II (pps. 110-113 T.E.), students will:
  • answer World War II Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 262 T.R.)
  • complete discussion questions for Japanese Relocation Centers.  (pg. 263 T.R.)
  • use cardinal and intermediate directions to plot Japanese Relocation Centers on a 
   map.   (pps. 264-267 T.R.)
  • follow written directions to make a P-47 Thunderbolt model.  (pps. 268-274 T.R.)

THE WORLD WAR II LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY

8: PO2, PO3, PO4
9: PO1

THE WORLD WAR II LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4B, 
CC.4.SL.1A, CC.4.SL.1C, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY (CONTINUED) 

7. Before reading Arizona’s 5 Cs: Cattle, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for breed, imported, Netherlands, Scotland, 
   Vikings.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Arizona’s 5 Cs: Cattle (pps. 114-115 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Arizona’s 5 Cs: Cattle Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 275 T.R.)
  • identify and describe each of Arizona’s most popular cows.  (pg. 276 T.R.)
  • use number and letter coordinates to complete Cattle Grid Math.  (pps. 277-279 T.R.)

THE ARIZONA’S 5CS: CATTLE LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY

3: PO2
5: PO4
7: PO1

STRAND 3: CIVICS/GOVERNMENT 
1: PO1

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO3
4: PO1, PO3, PO5
 

THE ARIZONA’S 5CS: CATTLE LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.L.4A, 
CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY (CONTINUED) 

8. Before reading Arizona’s 5 Cs: Copper, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for mined, shafts.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Arizona’s 5 Cs: Copper (pps. 116-117 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Arizona’s 5 Cs: Copper Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 280 T.R.)
  • use cardinal and intermediate directions to locate copper mines on an Arizona 
   map.  (pps. 281-283 T.R.)

THE ARIZONA’S 5CS: COPPER LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY

7: PO1, PO2

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO1, PO3
4: PO1, PO3, PO5
5: PO3
6: PO1

STRAND 5: ECONOMICS

1: PO3 

THE ARIZONA 5 CS: COPPER LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4B, 
CC.4.SL.1A, CC.4.SL.1C, CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY (CONTINUED) 

9. Before reading Arizona’s 5 Cs: Cotton, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for harvested and tilling.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Arizona’s 5 Cs: Cotton (pps. 118-119 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Arizona’s 5 Cs: Cotton Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 284 T.R.)
  • use primary and secondary sources to create a Cotton Fact 
   Card.  (pps. 285-287 T.R.)

THE ARIZONA’S 5CS: COTTON LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY

1: PO2, PO3
5: PO4
7: PO1

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

4: PO1, PO3, PO5
5: PO1, PO2, PO3

STRAND 5: ECONOMICS

1: PO2, PO3

THE ARIZONA 5CS: COTTON LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.3, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, 
CC.4.W.5, CC.4.W.6, CC.4.W.7, CC.4.W.8, CC.4.L.2A, CC.4.L.2B, CC.4.L.2C, CC.4.L.2D, 
CC.4.L.4A, CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY (CONTINUED) 

10. Before reading Arizona’s 5 Cs: Climate, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Arizona’s 5 Cs: Climate (pps. 120-121 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Arizona’s 5 Cs: Climate Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 288 T.R.)
  • create a Bar Graph of Arizona’s climate in 1940.  (pps. 289-291 T.R.)
  • use the Bar Graph to answer questions about Arizona’s climate in 
   1940.  (pg. 292 T.R.)

THE ARIZONA’S 5CS: CLIMATE LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY

1: PO1
7: PO1 

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO4
2: PO3, PO4
4: PO1, PO3, PO5
5: PO1

STRAND 5: ECONOMICS

1: PO3

THE ARIZONA’S 5CS: CLIMATE LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.L.4A, 
CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY (CONTINUED) 

11. Before reading Arizona’s 5 Cs: Citrus, students will:
  • complete Vocabulary Cards for extracted, mandarins, marmalade, nutrients, 
   orchards, processed, transplanted.  (pg. 1 T.R.)
    
 After reading Arizona’s 5 Cs: Citrus (pps. 122-123 T.E.), students will:
  • answer Arizona’s 5 Cs: Citrus Reading Comprehension Questions.  (pg. 293 T.R.)
  • plant three types of citrus and complete observation charts for each.  (pps. 294-296 T.R.)
  • take a Vocabulary Quiz for Arizona Government and Economy 
   Part III.  (pps. 297-298 T.R.)

THE ARIZONA’S 5CS: CITRUS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

STRAND 1: AMERICAN HISTORY

1: PO1
7: PO1 

STRAND 4: GEOGRAPHY

1: PO4
4: PO1, PO3, PO5
5: PO1, PO3

STRAND 5: ECONOMICS

1: PO3

THE ARIZONA’S 5CS: CITRUS LESSON IS ALIGNED WITH THESE 4TH GRADE CCR STANDARDS:
CC.4.RI.1, CC.4.RI.4, CC.4.RI.7, CC.4.RI.10, CC.4.RF.3A, CC.4.RF.4A, CC.4.RF.4C, CC.4.L.4A, 
CC.4.L.4C, CC.4.L.6
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  •The southeastern boundary of the   
  state of Texas is formed by the Gulf of 
  Mexico.  
 • The Gulf of Mexico borders Texas for 
  367 miles.

The Southwest region is made up of four states that include Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma, 
and Texas.  Other regions you have studied 

were inhabited fi rst by colonists from 
Great Britain and then American settlers.  

The Southwest region wasn’t even explored 
by Americans until the 1800s.  
 The fi rst American explorers who 
entered the Southwest region saw wide 
open spaces and beautiful scenery.  Still, the 
population of the Southwest grew slowly.   

 Those seeking adventure were the 
only people brave enough to travel through 

the Southwest.  Fear of Native American 
attacks, blistering heat, and control by Spain 

and Mexico kept most Americans from visiting or settling in the Southwest region.  

THE CLIMATE OF THE SOUTHWEST
 Most of the Southwest region lies in an area known as Arid America.  Less than 20 
inches of precipitation falls in this part of the United States each year.  The soil is sandy and 
rocky, making it a diffi cult place to farm.  Other regions are covered with trees and grass.  This 
part of the Southwest region is covered with cactus and sagebrush.   
 The eastern edge of the Southwest region is part of Humid America.  More than 20 
inches of precipitation falls in Humid America each year.  The grass grows high in this area of 
the Southwest region.  This makes it a perfect place for farmers and ranchers to raise livestock.  

 

FAST FACTS

ARIZONA GEOGRAPHY LESSON FOUR
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1 When was the Southwest region fi rst  
 explored by Americans?

 A 1700s

 B  1500s

 C 1900s
  
 D  1800s

2 The Southwest region grew slowly 
 for all of the following reasons 
 except –
   
 F  fear of Native American attacks

 G  freezing cold weather

 H Spanish and Mexican control
   
  J  blistering heat

3 Which statement best describes an 
 area in the Southwest known as Arid 
 America?

 A Plenty of rain falls in this area of 
  the Southwest region.

 B  More than 20 inches of snow falls 
  in this part of the Southwest region 
  each year.

 C Cold temperatures make it diffi cult 
  to live in this area of the Southwest 
  region.

 D  Less than 20 inches of precipitation 
  falls in this part of the Southwest 
  region each year.

4 People who live in Humid America 
 should be prepared for –

 F cactus and sagebrush 

 G  rainy weather

 H a dry climate

 J  large areas of land with no grass

 Name ___________________________________  

5 How does the water from the Colorado  
 River get to the people who live in the 
 driest areas of the Southwest region?

 A Canals and pipelines bring the water 
  from the Colorado River to them.

 B  People who don’t live near the 
  Colorado River must live without 
  water.

 C People go to the Colorado River with  
  buckets so they can bring water home.

 D  Special airplanes take water from the  
  Colorado River and deliver it to the  
  people who need it most.

6 What can you learn from studying the 
 map of the Colorado River?
 
 F  The Colorado River runs through all 
  of the Southwest region states.

 G  The Colorado River empties into the  
  Atlantic Ocean.

 H  The Colorado River creates the eastern  
  boundary of New Mexico. 
  J  The Colorado River creates the 
  southeast boundary of California.

7 How has the Southwest region changed  
 since the fi rst time it was explored by  
 Americans?

 A The temperature has gotten cooler.

 B  More rain falls in the Southwest 
  region today, so there is plenty of 
  water in the Southwest.

 C Millions of people live in and visit the  
  Southwest today.

 D  All of the Southwest’s natural
  resources are gone. 

Directions:  Read each question carefully.  Darken the circle for the correct answer.

THE SOUTHWEST REGION
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You have already practiced using latitude and longitude.  This activity will review what 
you know and give you another opportunity to test your skills by fi nding places on a map 
using lines of longitude and latitude.  Remember, mapping is a skill that must be learned and 
practiced.  

LINES OF LATITUDE
 Lines of latitude, or parallels, are lines drawn on a map to show how far north or south a 
place is from the equator.  The equator is the invisible 
line that runs from east to west through the center 
of the Earth.  
 Latitude lines also run from east to west.  
Those latitude lines that appear above the equator 
are known as north latitude lines.  Those latitude 
lines that appear below the equator are known as 
south latitude lines.  
 Each line of north and south latitude is 
measured in degrees.  The equator is 0º.  The lines above the equator are 1ºN (north) to 90ºN 
(north).  The lines below the equator are 1ºS (south) to 90ºS (south).

LINES OF LONGITUDE
 Lines of longitude, or meridians, are lines drawn on a map to show how far east or west 

a place is from the prime meridian.  The prime meridian is an 
invisible line that runs from north to south through the 
center of the Earth.
  Longitude lines also run from north to south.  
Those longitude lines that appear on the right side of 
the prime meridian are known as east longitude lines.  
Those longitude lines that appear on the left side of the 

prime meridian are known as west longitude lines.  
   Like the lines of latitude, each line of east 

and west longitude is also measured in degrees.  The prime 
meridian is 0º.  The lines to the right of the prime meridian are 1ºE (east) to 180ºE (east).  The 
lines to the left of the prime meridian are 1ºW (west) to 180ºW (west).

 •Lines of latitude and longitude come together on a map to form a grid.  This makes it   
  easy to fi nd any place in the world if you know the latitude and longitude address.

MAPPING: SOUTHWEST REGION
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Arizona is one of four states in the Southwest region of the United States.  You have already 

read that New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas 
are the other three states in the Southwest 

region.  
 Remember, most of the Southwest, 

including Arizona, lies in an area known 
as Arid America where less than 20 inches 

of precipitation falls each year.  The soil is 
sandy and rocky, making it a diffi cult place 

to farm.  
 Like the United States, Arizona is 

also divided into regions.  Arizona’s three regions 
include the desert, the mountains, and the 

plateau (pla•TOE).  Each region, as you will soon learn, has 
its own special characteristics, making it an important piece of the great state of Arizona.

THE DESERT REGION
 About one third of Arizona is desert.  A desert is a hot, dry region that receives less than 
ten inches of precipitation each year.  Arizona’s desert region is 
part of the Sonoran Desert.  The Sonoran Desert covers large 
parts of Arizona and California.  It also stretches into the 
country of Mexico.   
 People usually think that a place which receives so 
little water is a dry, dusty area without much life.  This is 
simply not true.  
 There are more than 60 species of mammals, 350 bird 
species, and at least 100 different reptile species living in 
the Sonoran Desert.  Arizona’s desert region blooms with 
more than 2,000 native plant species as well.
 Phoenix, the capital of Arizona, is the largest city in the 
Sonoran Desert.  More than four million people live in Phoenix.  Thousands of people each 
year choose to move to Phoenix, making it one of the fastest growing cities in the United 
States.    

ARIZONA GEOGRAPHY LESSON SIX
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In this activity, you will label Arizona’s three regions and describe the type of climate 
found in each region.

Directions:   1.   On the map below, draw in the boundaries for Arizona’s desert, 
  mountain, and plateau regions.  
 2. Label each region.  Spelling counts!
 3. Inside of each region describe the type of climate (temperature and  
  precipitation) found there.
 4. Use a different coloring pencil to lightly color in each region.  

 Name ___________________________________  

MAPPING: ARIZONA’S REGIONS
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ARIZONA TRAVEL BROCHURE

 

By now you can see that Arizona is a great place to live and visit because of all the natural 
resources and wonderful things to do in this state.  

In this activity, you will make an Arizona travel brochure that describes and pictures your favorite 
Arizona points of interest.  The money spent at each of these points of interest helps Arizona’s 
economy. 

Part I  Using the Brochure Organizer and Brochure Inserts pages, follow the directions 
  below to assemble your brochure.
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1. Cut out the Brochure Organizers, 
      and Brochure Inserts along the bold 
      lines.  Color the outline of Arizona and
      the animal pictured on the front.
    

2. Fold the Brochure Organizer pages 
      along the dotted lines as shown with
      the blank sides on the inside.

3. Glue the six Brochure Inserts on the blank
      back pages of the Brochure Organizers.
      
       Hint:  you will need to write on these pages
      later, so use just a dab of glue in each corner.
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      BROCHURE  ORGANIZER

4.  Glue tab A to the front of the next page to
       make an accordion.

      BROCHURE  ORGANIZER
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Arizona is full of wildlife.  More than 130 species of mammals roam Arizona’s Desert, 
Mountain, and Plateau (pla•TOE) regions.  When the fi rst hunters entered Arizona, they 
found bighorn sheep, mule deer, and mammoths.  Today, desert bighorn sheep have almost 
disappeared and mammoths are extinct.  Most of Arizona’s large 
mammals are protected by strict laws.  It is illegal to hunt them 
without proper hunting permits.
 Some of Arizona’s most popular large mammals include 
black bears, pronghorns, mountain lions, elk, bighorn sheep, mule 
deer, white-tailed deer, javelina (hae•vuh•LEE•nuh), and bison. 
As you read about Arizona’s large mammals, pay special attention 
to what they eat and their structural and behavioral adaptations.

BLACK BEARS
 Black bears are some of the largest mammals in North America.  They used to roam 
throughout the state of Arizona, but today they can usually be found in the mountains and 
forested areas of our state.    
 Like other mammals, black bears are covered with a layer of thick fur to keep them 
warm.  The fur color of black bears can actually be black, tan, brown, or yellow.  Beginning in 
late summer and fall, black bears search for acorns and other high protein foods.  They build 
fat layers for added warmth.  

 During the colder months, black bears fi nd a quiet place at the base 
of a tree or under the ledge of a large rock and remain inactive 
for part of the winter.  Building fat layers and resting during the 
winter are behavioral adaptations that help black bears survive 

when food is diffi cult to fi nd.   
 Female black bears give birth to one or two cubs every 
other year.  Black bear cubs are blind at birth and only weigh about 

eight ounces.  They stay with their mothers for about a year.  Black 
bears grow very quickly.  Full grown females can weigh as much 
as 600 pounds.  Males can weigh up to 1,200 pounds!  

 Black bears are omnivores, which means they eat plants and meat.  Their favorite foods 
are green plants, insects, and fruit.  When food is hard to fi nd, bears will eat small animals, 
young deer, and even garbage.
 Black bears have sharp claws that make them good tree climbers and strong legs for 
running.  They can reach speeds of up to 25 miles per hour.  Humans are the only enemies of 
black bears, so don’t try to feed or approach them.   

BLACK BEAR

ARIZONA WILDLIFE LESSON FOUR

PLATEAU 

MOUNTAIN
 

DESERT 
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The animal kingdom includes many different kinds of vertebrates and invertebrates.  
Every animal in the kingdom uses adaptations for survival.

In this activity, you will use what you have learned about structural adaptations, 
behavioral adaptations, camoufl age, and mimicry to make and play a 
game known as Adaptation Match-Up.

MAKING ADAPTATION MATCH-UP:

1.  Use your scissors to cut apart the 48 Adaptation Match-Up cards 
 given to you by your teacher.  Cut along the solid black lines.  You 
 will use the dotted lines later.

2.  Use your coloring pencils to neatly color the pictures on each of 
 the 48 cards.

3.   Fold each card in half along the dotted line so that the words are 
 on one side and the pictures are on the other. 

4.  Glue the blank sides of the two folded halves together.  Let the glue dry.

GOAL OF ADAPTATION MATCH-UP: 

The goal of Adaptation Match-Up is to collect as many pairs as possible.  A pair includes a word 
card (Structural Adaptation, Behavioral Adaptation, Camoufl age, or Mimicry), and a card with 
a description to match.

SETTING UP THE GAME:  
Shuffl e the 48 Adaptation Match-Up cards together.  Spread the cards (picture side facing up) on 
the fl oor or table in a square pattern.

PLAYING ADAPTATION MATCH-UP:

1.  The youngest player goes fi rst.  The game continues clockwise.           
2. On each turn, a player turns over two cards (one at a time).  If the player turns up a word 
 card and a matching description, the player gets to keep the pair and take another turn.  
 If the player doesn’t turn up a word card and a matching description, both cards must be 
 returned to the fl oor or table and it becomes the next player’s turn.            

3. The game continues until all 24 word cards have been correctly matched with their 24 
 descriptions.  The winner is the player with the most pairs.

Whiskers help animals 
feel their way around 
tight spots.  Whiskers 
also sense movement 
of predators and help 
animals fi nd food.

STRUCTURAL ADAPTATION

GAME: ADAPTATION MATCH-UP

SAMPLE PAIR

GLUE GLUE
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MONARCH BUTTERFLY METAMORPHOSIS

INSECT METAMORPHOSIS  
 Most insects go through metamorphosis.  During metamorphosis, insects pass through 
stages to become adults.  A few insects in the animal kingdom go through three stages of 
metamorphosis.  They start as eggs that hatch into nymphs.  Nymphs look like miniature 
adults without wings.  Nymphs molt four to eight times before reaching their adult size.  
 Monarch butterfl ies are common insects in Arizona.  
Like most insects, monarch butterfl ies go through four 
stages, or complete metamorphosis.  

THE EGG STAGE 
 In the fi rst or egg stage, monarch butterfl ies 
start out as tiny eggs that are laid on the undersides 
of milkweed leaves.  Three to six days later, the 
larva or caterpillar stage begins.  The eggs hatch 
into caterpillars that are so small, they can barely 
be seen. 

THE LARVA STAGE 
 Caterpillars grow quickly during the larva 
stage.  Eating nothing but milkweed leaves, they 
are full grown in just two weeks.  By the end of the 
larva stage, caterpillars have shed their skin fi ve times.  Full 
grown caterpillars have eight pairs of legs.  The fi rst three 
pairs of legs will later become the butterfl y’s legs.

THE PUPA STAGE 
 During the pupa or chrysalis (krih•SAL•us) 
stage, caterpillars leave their milkweed leaves.  
They shed their skin for the last time.  Under their 
last layer of skin is a greenish colored casing called a 
chrysalis.  During the next 14 days, caterpillars live inside 
the chrysalis where they go through many changes.  They 
develop straw-like tongues for sipping nectar from fl owers, 
and wings for fl ying.

THE ADULT STAGE
 During stage four, the adult stage, the 
chrysalis cracks open.  At fi rst, the monarch 
butterfl y’s wings are tiny, crumpled, and wet.  It clings to the empty chrysalis as a blood-like 
substance is pumped through its body.  Within an hour, the butterfl y’s wings are full-size, dry, 
and ready for fl ying.  Four to six days after leaving the chrysalis, the adult monarch butterfl y is 
ready to lay eggs so the process of metamorphosis can start all over again.  
 Common insects in Arizona include grasshoppers, fl ies, beetles, ants, bees, and 
cockroaches.  Like monarch butterfl ies, these insects go through metamorphosis to become 
adults.
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Part III
Follow the directions below to assemble your Fish and Reptile Flip Book. 

FISH AND REPTILE FLIP BOOK

1. Cut along all of the bold lines of the Flip Book Pattern 
      and the Flip Book Outline. 

2. Fold the Flip Book Pattern 
      along the dotted line.
    

3. Glue the Flip Book Outline under
      the folded flaps of the Flip Book
      Pattern. 

4. Flip open the pages to 
      reveal the information
      about Fish and Reptiles.

Turtles

Snakes and Lizards

Fish

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________
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The fi rst people to live in North America and the area now known as the state of Arizona 
were hunters.  Archaeologists (ar•kee•OL•uh•jists) believe that these hunters were originally 
from the continent of Asia.  They entered North America by walking across the Bering Land 
Bridge.  
 The “bridge” was actually a strip of ice that was 1,000 miles wide.  It connected 
northeast Asia to western Alaska thousands of years ago.  Wild animals crossed back and 
forth over the Bering Land Bridge.  The Asian people followed the animals to North America.  
When the ice melted, it raised the level of the sea.  The people who followed the animals into 
North America had no way to get back to Asia.  They continued following the wild animals 
throughout North America.  Some of these people settled in Arizona.

ASIA

ALASKA

ARCTIC  OCEAN

BERING  SEA

PACIFIC  OCEAN

ARIZONA HISTORY LESSON ONE
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1.  Color the Hohokam dwelling pattern. 

The ancient Hohokam lived in Arizona’s desert region.  In this activity, you will 
make a miniature Hohokam dwelling.  This dwelling would have been just one of 
many houses in a Hohokam village surrounded by an adobe wall.

2. Cut out the Hohokam  
 dwelling pattern along  
 the bold black lines.  

 It is very important that  
 you do not cut off the  
 bold black lines.
 

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

MAKING A HOHOKAM DWELLING

MATERIALS: Scissors, glue, coloring pencils, and Hohokam pattern.
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DEFEATING THE AZTECS
 Hernando Cortés was greeted warmly by the Aztec emperor.  He was given expensive 
gifts and welcomed into the emperor’s 
home.  The emperor had no idea what 
Hernando Cortés had planned.  
 Cortés immediately took the 
emperor prisoner and demanded 
that the Aztec’s pay a ransom for the 
emperor’s safe return.  
 The Aztecs began collecting 
treasures to pay the ransom, but Cortés’s 
plan fell apart after the emperor was 
struck in the head with a rock and died.  
 After the death of their emperor, 
the Aztecs attacked Cortés and his 
army.  Cortés fought back and formed 
a blockade around the entire city.  The 
Aztecs were unable to get food or water.  
Thousands of Aztecs starved to death or 
died from disease.  
 After the defeat, Cortés and his 
army destroyed the Aztec buildings and 
built Mexico City right on top of the 
ruins.  

NEW SPAIN
 Hernando Cortés became a wealthy man.  
More importantly, he helped expand the Spanish 
empire in America by taking control of Mexico.  The Spanish named their empire New Spain.  
Soon, the power of New Spain would be felt by the Native Americans in Arizona and the rest 
of the Southwest.

TREASURE SEEKERS
 New Spain was interested in attaining more wealth.  From the Spanish capital in 
Mexico City, treasure seekers were sent out in every direction.  The rulers of New Spain were 
eager to hear stories of land that could be conquered and treasures that could be found.  
Spanish explorer Cabeza de Vaca offered such a story.
    

HERNANDO CORTÉS
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SPANISH TERRITORY

LOUISIANA
PURCHASE UNITED

 STATES

PACIFIC 
NORTHWEST

You have already read about Spanish explorers and missionaries in Arizona and the rest of 
the Southwest.  Spain only controlled part of the land in America.  Colonists from Great Britain 
were busy taking control of land in the East.  In 1776, the colonists fought for and won freedom 
from Great Britain.  They named themselves the United States of America.  The United States 
was growing very quickly and needed more land.  France and Spain controlled the land that 
the United States needed.  

THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE
 In 1803, France agreed to sell its land, the Louisiana Territory, to the United States.  The 
sale of the Louisiana Territory is known as the Louisiana Purchase.  The Louisiana Purchase 

cost the United States 15 million dollars and 
added 800,000 square miles of land to the United 
States.  This almost doubled the size of the United 

States and gave the United States control of the 
Mississippi River.
   At only four cents per acre, the Louisiana 

Purchase was a good deal for the United States.  
The map on the left shows what the United States 

looked like back in the 1800s.  
 As you can see, Spain still controlled most of 

the land west of the Louisiana Purchase, including 
the land we now call Arizona.  

 When we look at a map of the United States today, 
we see that it is divided into 50 sections, or states.  If you 

have a map of the United States in your classroom, ask your teacher to pull it down for you so 
you can see that Arizona is part of these 50 states.  
 In the early 1800s, Arizona was not even pictured on the map.  Have you ever 
wondered how Arizona fi nally got to be part of the United States?  To fi nd the answer to this 
question, we need to go back to the 1800s.

NEW SPAIN’S CONTROL
 By the early 1800s, Spain had controlled Arizona and its other territories in New Spain 
for over 300 years.  The Mexican settlers in New Spain grew tired of being controlled by Spain.  
They weren’t permitted to make any decisions or laws without fi rst getting permission from 
the king of Spain.  They didn’t want to be told what to do anymore from a country that was 
thousands of miles away. 

ARIZONA HISTORY LESSON THREE
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SAN XAVIER MISSION 

SPANISH CONTROL OF ARIZONA
 In 1595, Juan Oñate (own•YAH•tay), a wealthy Spaniard, was given permission 
to settle the Southwest region.  He brought 400 Spanish settlers with him to the western 
bank of the Rio Grande River.  He claimed the entire area for Spain and named the region 
Nuevo Mexico, or New Mexico.  This land included the present-day state of Arizona.  Oñate 
appointed himself as governor of the new colony.  
 
SPANISH MISSIONS
 The Spanish government did not have much interest in establishing permanent 
settlements in Arizona.  It was hot, dry, and very far from the government in Mexico.  Still, 
Arizona was land that Spain could use to build a Spanish empire in America.  To protect 
its claim on the area, Spain built military forts and missions in Arizona.  In 1629, Catholic 
missionaries built their fi rst mission in northern Arizona.  The missionaries planned to force 
the Native Americans to give up their Native American customs and learn to speak Spanish.  
The Native Americans were expected to help Spain defend 
Arizona if Spain’s enemies tried to take Arizona by force.  
 Arizona’s fi rst missionaries in northern Arizona 
tried to teach the Hopi people about Christianity.  The 
Hopi were not interested in changing their religious 
customs.  The Hopi killed the missionaries and 
destroyed their mission villages.

FATHER KINO
 In 1692, Catholic missionary Father 
Kino arrived in southern Arizona.  Father Kino  
established more than 20 successful missions 
among the Yuma, Yaqui (yah•KEE), and Pima 
peoples.  San Xavier (ha•vee•AIR) del Bac, 
located near Tucson, was Father Kino’s most 
famous mission.  The mission was a large white 
church that became known as the “White Dove 
of the Desert.”  It is now preserved as a national 
monument and is still used today as a church.  
 Father Kino brought cattle, horses, and 
new farming methods to the Native Americans.  
He made over 40 exploratory trips and drew the fi rst maps 
of the region so the Native Americans could learn more about their land.
 Father Kino was a peacemaker between the Native Americans and the Spanish settlers.  
In 1711, Father Kino died.  Without Father Kino’s protection, the Spanish increased their 
control over the Native Americans.       
 The Native Americans and Spanish battled each other during the next 40 years.  In 
1752, Spanish troops built a presidio (preh•SEE•thee•oh) in the Arizona town of Tubac.  The 
presidio was surrounded by thick adobe walls to protect the Spanish soldiers and their families 
from the angry Native Americans.  It would take another 70 years before Spain would give up 
control of Arizona and its Native Americans.
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Have you ever wondered what it would have been like to live back in the 1800s, 
and explore Arizona to hunt beaver like the brave mountain men?

In this activity, you will write a story from the point of view of a mountain 
man who traveled to Arizona when it was an unsettled and dangerous place to 
explore.

Directions:    Before beginning your story, organize your thoughts by answering the fi ve 
    pre-writing questions below and on the next page.
     

 Name ___________________________________  

MOUNTAIN MAN STORY

1. Give yourself a name.  Describe where you came from and what you looked like.

  _______________________________________________________________________________
 
  _______________________________________________________________________________

  _______________________________________________________________________________
 

2. Explain two reasons for traveling West.

 a. __________________________________________________________________

   __________________________________________________________________

   __________________________________________________________________

 b. __________________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________
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During the late 1700s and 1800s, mountain men made the dangerous journey into Arizona 
in search of fur bearing animals like beaver.  The skins were used in the United States and 
Europe to make expensive fur hats.  By the late 1850s, the fur trade ended.  Beaver hats were 
replaced with silk hats as the newest fashion in Europe.  In this activity, you will follow written 
directions to draw a beaver. 

Directions:   Very lightly sketch out the fi rst step. Then, also very lightly add step 2.  Continue 
  in this way until all four steps are completed.  In each drawing, the new step is 
  shown darker than the step before it so that the lines can be clearly seen.  You 
  should keep your drawing very light.

1.  Draw these shapes to form the head and body.

2.  Add lines to form the legs, the feet, and the tail.
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Use the answers to the fi ve pre-writing questions to write a Mexican War letter.  A letter 
includes a heading, a greeting, a body, a closing, and a signature.

Create a heading for your Mexican War letter.  The heading lets the person you’re writing to know 
where and when the letter was written.  

You will need to know your school’s street address, city, state, zip code, and a date during the 
Mexican War to create your three line heading.

In the example below, notice the commas between the city and state and the day and year.  Also 
notice that the date is during the actual Mexican War.

    Example:   12905 E. Indian School Rd. 
      Phoenix, Arizona  85004
      March 5, 1846 

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________

HEADING

MEXICAN WAR LETTER
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At the beginning of the Civil War, 11 states separated from the Union and joined the 
Confederacy.  President Abraham Lincoln promised to end slavery, but fi rst he needed to put 
the United States back together.  Black Americans who lived in the North wanted to join the 
Union Army and fi ght against the Confederacy.  President Lincoln was afraid that more slave 
states would separate from the Union if they knew that blacks were fi ghting in the war.  He 
was also concerned that white soldiers in the Union Army wouldn’t 
fi ght alongside black soldiers.  
 For these reasons, President Lincoln refused to allow 
black Americans to join the Union Army.  Fortunately, several 
events happened the fi rst year of the Civil War that made 
President Lincoln change his mind.

BLACK AMERICANS ENTER THE CIVIL WAR
 Black and white leaders in the North wanted the Civil 
War to be a fi ght against slavery.  They demanded that President 
Lincoln allow black men to fi ght in the war.  President Lincoln 
found out that his Union troops were freeing black slaves as 
they took over Confederate states.  The president decided to 
allow blacks to fi ght.  He hoped that this might help the Union 
win the war.  In July 1862, President Lincoln 
accepted black Americans into the 
Union Army and the Union Navy.
 The Union Army paid black 
volunteers $200 if they served in 
the Army or Navy for 20 months.  
In addition, black soldiers were promised freedom 
for themselves and their families.  They were also 
taught how to read and write; something they had not 
been permitted to do when they were slaves.  
 Black soldiers were paid less than white soldiers. 
Unlike white soldiers, blacks were forced to pay for their 
uniforms.  They were separated from white soldiers and were 
usually commanded in their black units by white offi cers.
 Black troops who were captured by the Confederate Army were treated much more 
harshly than white prisoners.  Black captives were beaten, shot to death, or forced back into a 
life of slavery.  The fear of mistreatment and death did not keep blacks from volunteering.  By 
the middle of 1863, there were more than 200,000 black men serving in the Union Army and 
the Union Navy.    
      

BLACK CIVIL WAR SOLDIER

FAMOUS PEOPLE: BUFFALO SOLDIERS
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During the 1870s, thousands of pioneer families followed the Santa Fe Trail from 
Independence, Missouri into Santa Fe, New Mexico and then into Arizona.  These families 
helped build Arizona’s fi rst territorial towns.  The journey along the Santa Fe Trail was a 
dangerous adventure that took four to six months.  Pioneers faced many challenges along the 
Santa Fe Trail.  Sickness, lack of food, Native American attacks, and bad weather were some of 
the things that kept many pioneers from reaching Arizona.  

This activity will give you a chance to experience life on the Santa Fe Trail.  As you make the 
journey with your family, you will keep a record of your adventures in a journal.  A journal is a 
written record of events.  Fortunately, many pioneers kept journals while traveling the Santa 
Fe Trail.  Without these primary sources from people who were actually there, we would have a 
diffi cult time learning about the past.

Directions:

 1. Cut out the sample page and six blank journal pages.  (Cut on the dotted lines so that   
  each full page makes two half pages.  This will actually give you 14 pages.) 

 2. Cut out and neatly color the front and back covers for your journal.  
  (Cut on the dotted lines so that you have two half pieces.)

 3. Put your journal together.  Put the front cover on top, the 
  back cover on the bottom, and your 14 journal pages in 
  between.  (The fi rst page of your journal should be the 
  sample page with the picture.  The second page should be 
  the sample page with just the writing.  Place your other 
  blank pages in the journal the same way.) 

 4. Staple your journal together along the left side of the cover. 

 5. Choose six of the eight events pictured to write about.  
  (You can choose to draw some or even all of your own pictures.)  

 6. Cut out and neatly color each event that you have chosen.

 7. Paste each event on the journal pages that have the blank square.  (If you’re drawing your   
  own pictures, draw them in the square.)

 8. Write a journal entry for each event.  As you write, keep in mind that each journal entry   
  must be dated.  The sample page starts your journal on April 1, 1870.  The rest of your   
  journal entries should be dated after April 1.  Your journal should end the day you arrive   
  in Arizona.

     SANTA FE
JOURNAL
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It takes many people to make sure that a state runs smoothly and everyone gets the protection 
he or she deserves.  Imagine what Arizona must have been like during the pioneer days.  The 
fi rst settlers traveled along the Santa Fe Trail, claimed land, and started mining, farming, and 
ranching.  There weren’t many people in Arizona at that time.  The pioneers could do pretty 
much as they pleased.  As more people entered Arizona, they too claimed land and built 
houses wherever they wanted.  There was no weekly trash collection.  People threw their 
garbage into the streets and the rivers.  When arguments broke out, they settled them with 
fi sts and guns.  The biggest and meanest people usually got what they wanted.  There were no 
rules in place, so people took whatever they wanted.  Nobody felt safe.
 Fortunately, things have changed in Arizona.  Just like in all other states, there are 
people who make the laws, people who make sure the laws are obeyed, and others who take 
care of law breakers and punish them.  These people are all part of Arizona’s government.

ARIZONA’S CONSTITUTION
 A territory that wants to become part of the United States must fi rst write a constitution.  
In 1910, fi fty two delegates from Arizona wrote and adopted a state constitution.  The original 
constitution stated that Arizona’s legislators and the governor would be elected every two 
years.  The constitution also gave Arizonans the right to remove any judge or 
government leader who wasn’t doing a good job.  On February 9, 1911, the 
constitution was approved by voters.  It was then sent to President 
William Howard Taft for his approval.
 President Taft refused to approve Arizona’s constitution or 
grant statehood for Arizona.  He didn’t like the idea that judges 
could be removed from power.  He sent the constitution back 
to Arizona without his signature.  By the end of 1911, Arizona 
had changed its constitution.  On February 14, 1912, Arizona 
became the 48th state to join the Union.
 Arizona’s original constitution is still used today.  Like 
the other 49 states, Arizona’s constitution outlines the way 
the state’s government will be run.  Over the years, Arizona’s 
constitution has been amended, or changed, more than 100 times.  All amendments must 
be approved by a majority of Arizona’s voters.  Voters must be at least 18 years old.  Many 
agree that granting women the right to vote in 1912, was one of Arizona’s most important 
amendments to the constitution. 

ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY LESSON ONE
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ARIZONA’S COUNTIES MAP

 Name ___________________________________  
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• You can fi nd a current list of Arizona’s senators and representatives on the Internet 
 by visiting www.azleg.gov  Click on the Senate or House button on the left-hand 
 side of the page.  Scroll down to Members.  Choose a senator or representative from 
 the list and click on his or her name to fi nd a mailing address.
• Use the information on the website to properly address your envelope.
   
   

FAST FACTS

LETTER WRITING: BE PERSUASIVE!

In Arizona, ordinary citizens can help make important decisions.  Citizens can contact state 
legislators to suggest laws that they would like to see passed or changed.  Good citizens, like 
yourself, can become involved in government by communicating directly with the men and 
women who have been elected to make the laws in our state.

In this activity, you will get the chance to express your opinions about a law that you would 
like to see passed or changed by writing a persuasive letter to a senator or representative from 
a concerned citizen’s point of view.  In a persuasive letter, the writer tries to convince another 
person to do something. 

Directions: Before beginning your persuasive letter, organize your thoughts by answering 
 the fi ve pre-writing questions below and on the next page.

1. Describe who you are and where you go to school.  Explain why you are writing this 
 letter. 

  _____________________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________

2. Describe the law that you would like to see passed or changed in your community. 

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________
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ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY

PART I
Directions:  Match the vocabulary word on the left with its defi nition on the right.   
   Put the letter for the defi nition on the blank next to the vocabulary   
   word it matches.  Use each word and defi nition only once.

 Name ____________________________  

VOCABULARY QUIZ

 1.  ______ abused

 2.  ______ veto

 3.  ______ accused

 4.  ______ uranium

 5.  ______ founded

 6.  ______ treasurer

 7.  ______ delegates

 8.  ______ transport

 9.  ______ elected

10.  ______ gallows

11.  ______ appeal

12.  ______ jaywalking

13.  ______ astronomers

14.  ______ Supreme Court

15.  ______ bales

16.  ______ souvenirs

A. established or set something up for the 
 fi rst time. 
  
B. tightly wrapped packages of cotton.
  
C.  the elected offi cial who is in charge of 
 state elections and ranks second behind 
 the governor.
   
D.  scientists who study the stars and 
 planets. 
  
E. large caves.
  
F. people sent with power to represent 
 others. 

G. laws dealing with the protection and care 
 of a child in the case of divorce or 
 separation.
     
H. a wooden frame for hanging someone 
 who has been found guilty of a crime.
  
I. the business of exchanging information.
    
J. a person who checks things very carefully. 

K. the highest law offi cer of the state.
     
L. to prevent a bill from becoming a law.
   
M. crossing the street outside of a marked 
 crosswalk. 

N. to disagree with a court’s ruling; to ask a 
 higher court to make a decision on the 
 same case.

O. physically or mentally disabled.
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ARIZONA’S OTHER NATIVE AMERICANS
 The map below shows Arizona’s smaller Native American reservations.  The ancestors 
of many of these Native Americans were living throughout Arizona when the Spanish 
missionaries fi rst arrived.  
 Today, Arizona’s Native Americans use the land on their reservations for many different 
economic activities.  Some, like the Kaibab-Paiute (PIE•yoot) and Hualapai (WAH•luh•pie) 
continue to farm or raise cattle and sheep.  Others, like the Fort Yuma, Fort Mojave, Pasqua 
Yaqui, Cocopah, and Colorado River reservations operate modern gambling casinos.  
 The Yavapai (YEA•vuh•pie)-Prescott Reservation operates two casinos in Prescott.  The 
Yavapai-Apache Nation owns a casino with a motel and a restaurant in the Camp Verde area 
just south of Flagstaff.  The Fort McDowell Yavapai Nation owns a casino northeast of Phoenix.   
 Native Americans are very important to Arizona.  They continue to farm, ranch, mine, 
hold jobs in industry, serve in many branches of our government, and keep our state alive with 
Native American art and culture.

KAIBAB-PAIUTE

HUALAPAI

FORT YUMA

FORT MOJAVE

PASQUA YAQUI

COCOPAH

COLORADO RIVER

YAVAPAI-PRESCOTT

YAVAPAI-APACHE

FORT MCDOWELL
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ARIZONA’S RESERVATIONS MAP

 Name ___________________________________  
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In this activity, you will use primary and secondary sources to collect facts about a tribe 
of Arizona’s Native Americans to make a game called Find the Fib.

Directions:

1.  Choose the Native American tribe that you will use to make the game Find the Fib.  You 
 will fi nd information about each tribe in the Arizona’s Native Americans lesson.

2.  Use your scissors to cut apart 20 Find the Fib cards, the Answer Key, and two Answer Sheet 
 cards along the bold outside lines.

3.   Use your information from the Arizona’s Native Americans lesson, as well as other primary 
 and secondary sources that include encyclopedias, books in the library, and the Internet to 
 fi nd 15 true facts about the tribe you have chosen. 

4.  Write each fact on a separate card using correct capitalization, spelling, and punctuation.  You 
 must fi t the whole fact on one side of the card.

5.  Make up 5 false facts, or “fi bs” about your chosen tribe.  Make each fi b as believable as 
 possible so that it can’t be easily seen as a fi b.

6.  Write each fi b on a separate card, just like you did with the true facts.  Again, use correct   
 capitalization, spelling, and punctuation, and fi t the whole fi b on one side of the card.
  
7.  Neatly draw and color a symbol to represent the tribe you have chosen on the blank side 
 of each Find the Fib card, Answer Key, and both Answer Sheet cards.  Draw the same 
 symbol on each card.
  
8.  Mix and shuffl e all of the Find the Fib cards together, so the true facts and fi bs are mixed.  

9.  Number the cards 1-20.
          
10. Use the Answer Key card to make an answer key for yourself so you will know which 
 cards contain the true facts and which cards contain the fi bs.            

11. Fold and glue the Answer Key card and two Answer Sheet cards so the words are on the 
 outside and the blank sides are glued together.           

12. Give your Find the Fib Game and Answer Sheet cards to two other students.  Each 
 student should write his or her name on one Answer Sheet card and use the Answer Sheet 
 to list which cards are true and which cards are fi bs.  Use your Answer Key to grade each 
 student.

FIND THE FIB

Find the Fib
The Navajo people once lived in hogans

which were houses made of logs and mud.

Card Number 9
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Part II
Follow the directions below and on the next page to make a Two-Pocket Organizer so you can 
store your Find the Fib Game in your favorite notebook. 

1. Cut out the Two-Pocket graphic organizer 
      along the outside bold lines.
      

2. Fold the bottom section up along the dotted lines as shown to make a pocket.
      

3. Flip the organizer over.  Fold the tabs along the dotted lines and glue the tabs 
      to the back of the Two-Pocket organizer to hold the pocket in place.

4. After you have glued the tabs to the back,
      turn your Two-Pocket organizer back around.

FIND THE FIB POCKET ORGANIZER
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Economy is a word used to describe the way people make money.  No matter where you live, 
you must be involved in some activity that provides a way for you and your family to survive.  
Food, clothing, and shelter are basic needs in your family and every community throughout 
the world.  These things are usually not given away for free.  People must trade their time and 
labor for money.
 In America, we have a free enterprise system.  This means that we are free to choose 
the type of work we will do to make the income we need.  If we want to work for a company, 
the owners of the company may require us to be educated about the company’s products or 
the way the company does business.  We may also be required to learn certain skills before 
working for a company.  Some jobs pay more than others.  It’s important to learn the skills and 
get the education for the job you want.
 
ENTREPRENEURS (ON•TRAH•PAH•NEW•ERS)
 Many people choose to make the money they need by running their own companies.  
These people are known as entrepreneurs.  If you have ever sold lemonade on a hot summer 
day or cut your neighbor’s lawn and trimmed the bushes, you are 
an entrepreneur.  
 Entrepreneurs decide how much money to charge 
for a product or service.  They are responsible for 
running their companies.  They enjoy the 
freedom of making their own rules.
 Good entrepreneurs can make a 
nice profi t running their own companies.  
Of course, there are risks involved in 
becoming an entrepreneur.  If you work 
for a company that sells lemonade and the 
weather turns cold, people may stop buying 
lemonade.  The owner of the company will lose money.  You, however, will still receive a 
paycheck because you work for someone else.  If you own the company and nobody buys your 
lemonade, you will not make the money to buy the things you need.  
 Entrepreneurs often risk large amounts of their own money to start their companies.  If 
the product or service doesn’t sell, entrepreneurs could lose everything they have saved.

 

ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY LESSON FOUR
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ARIZONA’S EARLY TRANSPORTATION
 Getting from one place to another was diffi cult during Arizona’s early days.  It took 
four to six months to travel to Arizona by covered wagon.  Once they settled in towns, people 
walked or rode on horseback to get around.  Early settlers carried everything they owned on 
their backs.

STEAMBOATS
 Beginning in 1852, steamboats 
traveled up and down the Colorado 
River, bringing supplies to miners.  
 The steamboats were faster 
than traveling on foot, but they 
could still only travel about 15 
miles per day.

STAGECOACHES
 In 1857, one of the fi rst 
types of public transportation was 
invented.  It was a stagecoach.  A stagecoach was a buggy pulled by a team of four horses that 
carried six to eight people over Arizona’s rough and dusty roads.  Passengers sat on hard seats, 
usually surrounded by baggage and sacks of mail.  
 The fi rst good stage line to serve Arizona was the Butterfi eld.  It held more people and 
ran from St. Louis, Missouri to San Francisco, California.  The one way trip took 25 days.
 Not only was stagecoach travel uncomfortable, it was also dangerous.  Accidents were 
frequent as the horse-drawn coaches traveled over steep mountains and narrow roads.  There 
was also a good chance that the stagecoach would be robbed.  Most of the time, stagecoaches 
were carrying passengers with valuables and mail sacks full of letters, some with money in 
them.

U

X

S

X

 
 • On July 1, 1847, the fi rst stamps issued by the   
  United States Post Offi ce went on sale.  Two  
  different stamps could be purchased.
   • For letters traveling under 300 miles, the 5¢ stamp  
  picturing Benjamin Franklin was used.  For letters  
  traveling over 300 miles, the 10¢ stamp featuring  
  George Washington was used.

FAST FACTS
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ECONOMY LEARNING WHEEL

In this activity, you will use what you have learned about our system of free enterprise and 
supply and demand that allows entrepreneurs and wage earners to choose how they want to 
earn money.  

Part I
Directions: 

 1. Using the information from the Economy lesson, complete the Compare 
  and Contrast Chart on the next page.   To begin, cut out each of the 9 
  circles with facts on them from the bottom of the page.   
 
 2. Glue the circles with facts that are specifi c to entrepreneurs around the 
  outside of the large circle labeled Entrepreneurs.

 3. Glue the circles with facts that are specifi c to wage earners around the 
  outside of the large circle labeled Wage Earners.

 4. Glue the circles with facts that the two types of people have in common in 
  the middle, between the two large circles.   

 

ENTREPRENEURS
WAGE

EARNERS

own their
own companies

can choose
how to

spend their
earnings

work for 
someone else

COMPARE AND CONTRAST CHART
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Part III
Follow the directions below and on the next page to assemble your Economy Learning Wheel.  
As you complete the Learning Wheel, be careful to use correct capitalization, spelling, and 
punctuation.  
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1. Cut out the Economy Learning Wheel 
      Pattern along the bold outside line.

2. Cut out the Learning Wheel Cover 
      along the bold outside line.  Cut
      around the boxes with the dotted
      lines to make windows.
      

3. Place the Learning Wheel Cover over
      the Learning Wheel Pattern and push 
      a brad through the + on the 
      Learning Wheel Cover.
      

      

4. In the Entrepreneurs window, neatly write 
      the information from one of the Entrepreneurs  
      circles on your Compare and Contrast Chart.
       
      

+

+

ECONOMY LEARNING WHEEL
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By the early 1900s, Arizona’s economy was booming.  Farmers were growing cotton and 
citrus trees.  Ranchers were raising cattle.  Miners were busy removing copper from Arizona’s 
mines and shipping the copper to factories in the East.  There were plenty of jobs for everyone.
 In 1914, World War I started.  It was the biggest war that the world had ever seen.  
The United States did not plan to enter the war.  Instead, the United States sent money and 
supplies to Europe, where the war was being fought.  In 1917, Germany sank several United 
States cargo ships.  The United States 
declared war on Germany and entered 
World War I.

UNPREPARED FOR BATTLE
 The United States had not planned 
to enter World War I.  Our military troops 
were not ready for battle.  In Arizona, Fort 
Huachuca (wah•CHEW•cuh) became an 
important training center for the United 
States Army.  
 Afraid that Mexico would help 
Germany, soldiers from Fort Huachuca 
guarded the border between Mexico 
and Arizona.  About 12,000 soldiers 
left Arizona and traveled to Europe.  
Arizona’s soldiers helped the United 
States win World War I.
 Arizona’s copper mines supplied 
the United States Army with copper for 
making ammunition.  More than one 
quarter of all Arizona workers were 
employed by the copper mines.  
 Arizona’s cotton farmers produced 
a very strong cotton that could be used 
to make tires.  Tire companies like Goodyear and Firestone built tire factories in Arizona to 
supply huge mining and military trucks with tires.  Farmers and ranchers provided soldiers 
with food.

ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY LESSON FIVE
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During the 1930s, Europe was going through a Great Depression much like the United States.  
Two European countries, Germany and Italy, allowed dictators to take over their governments.  
Together with Japan, they declared war on their neighbors.  Germany, Italy, and Japan were 
known as the Axis Powers.  They planned to take over the world.

THE BEGINNING OF WORLD WAR II
 In 1939, Great Britain and France, two allies of the United States, declared war on the 
Axis Powers.  This started World War II.  The United States was not worried at fi rst.  President 
Franklin Roosevelt promised that the United States would not get involved in the war.  
 By the summer of 1940, Germany had defeated France.  Germany planned to attack 
Great Britain next.  The United States became concerned.  It even began to spend money 
training its soldiers and making weapons.  Still, the United States decided not to get involved 
in the war.
 Great Britain fought hard against Germany.  In January 1941, President Roosevelt and 
other leaders of the United States fi nally met with Great Britain’s leaders.  Great Britain really 
needed the help of the United States to defeat Germany and the Axis Powers.
 Instead of going to war, the United States gave 50 billion dollars in weapons to Great 
Britain to use during the war.  President Roosevelt hoped that supplying its allies with 
weapons would keep our country from actually going to war.

ATTACK ON PEARL HARBOR
 The United States and Japan had not been friendly with each other for quite awhile.  
The United States did not like the way Japan treated France.  To help France, the United States 
stopped sending important products to Japan.  The United States and its allies also stopped 
Japan from purchasing oil.  They hoped that Japan would not be able to fuel its airplanes and 
ships.
 By 1941, Germany had taken over most of Europe.  Japan made secret plans to take 
control of Asia.  Only the United States stood in Japan’s way.  On December 7, 1941, Japan 
launched a surprise air attack on Pearl Harbor in Hawaii.  Pearl Harbor was a United States 
Naval Base.  The attack lasted less than two hours.  More than 2,400 Americans were killed.  
Japan sank or damaged eight American battleships, 13 other naval vessels, and over 150 
airplanes.  On December 8, 1941, one day after the attack on Pearl Harbor, the United States 
entered World War II.

ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY LESSON SIX
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Geography is the study of the Earth.  It includes the Earth’s land, water, weather, animal life, 
and plant life.  Geographers are people who study geography.  You can think of yourself as a 
geographer because you will be studying about places in the United States. 

Location is important to the study of geography.  It is almost impossible to fi gure out your 
location or fi nd your way around if you do not know the four main, or cardinal directions.  
North, south, east, and west are the cardinal directions.  On a map these directions are labeled 
N, S, E, and W.  

Between the four main directions are the intermediate directions.  Northeast, or NE, is the 
direction between north and east.  Southeast, or SE, is the direction between south and east.  
Southwest, or SW, is the direction between south and west.  Northwest, or NW, is the direction 
between north and west.  

A reference point is also important for fi nding your location.  A reference point is simply a starting 
point.  It’s diffi cult, for example, to travel northeast if you don’t have a starting point.

Example: Granada Relocation Center opened in August 1942.  Most of the 7,000 Japanese 
  Americans who were sent to Granada were from the Los Angeles area.  Each 
  person was only allowed to bring one bag, so all personal belongings 
  were left behind.  They were not permitted to bring any of their pets.  Granada 
  Relocation Center was located northeast of Santa Fe.   

This example gives you some very important information.  It tells you that your reference point, 
or starting point, will be the city of Santa Fe.  Locate Santa Fe on your Japanese Relocation 
Map.  Put your fi nger on Santa Fe and slide it northeast.  You should see a picture of Granada 
Relocation Center already placed there for you.
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MAPPING: JAPANESE RELOCATION CENTERS
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1.  Your teacher will give you two pages with Thunderbolt Plane patterns.
 Color the plane body, nose weights, wings, and tail.  
        

The P-47 Thunderbolt, also known as the T-Bolt, Juggernaut, or Jug, was the 
largest single-engined fi ghter plane in the skies during World War II.  The P-47 
could reach speeds of 412 miles per hour!  Pilots who fl ew it into combat called it 
“unbreakable,” and “the plane that could do anything.”  

In this activity, you will follow written directions to make a model of the famous 
P-47 Thunderbolt.
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Cattle ranching is one piece of Arizona’s economy.  Spanish missionary Father Kino started 
the fi rst cattle ranches in Arizona.  He taught Native American cowboys how to round up wild 
cattle, sheep, and horses in Mexico so they 
could be led back to the missions in Arizona.  
Father Kino taught the fi rst Native 
American ranchers how to raise cattle for 
milk and meat. 
 The fi rst American rancher from the 
United States was Bill Kirkland.  In 1857, 
Mr. Kirkland brought 200 Mexican cattle to 
a ranch south of Tucson.  After the Civil War, 
other cattle ranches were started and the beef 
was sold to United States Army posts and Native 
American reservations. 
 In 1870, there were about 5,000 cattle in 
Arizona.  By 1891, there were over one million!  As more 
people settled in Arizona, there was less room for the 
4,000 acre farms it took to raise cattle.  Many cattle ranches 
were replaced by housing developments, schools, shopping 
centers, and golf courses.  
 To raise cattle in less space, today’s cattle ranchers have changed the way they feed their 
cattle.  Most ranchers no longer allow their cattle to graze in open fi elds.  Instead, cattle are 
fattened in smaller areas known as feedlots.    

• The Vikings brought European cattle to America   
 about the year 1000.  When their colony    
 disappeared, their cattle disappeared with it.
• In 1519, the Spanish brought cattle to Mexico.     
 These cattle were called longhorns because of the   
 great length of their horns.
• Owning cattle has always been a symbol of wealth.    
 In some countries stealing a cow will cost a person   
 his or her life.

FAST FACTS

ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY LESSON SEVEN
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Grid Math is a fun way to learn an important skill.  Grids are used to fi nd places 
on maps, to track weather patterns, and in space exploration. 

For Example: If you want to draw a box where D meets 3 (D,3), you would go over to  
 D and up to 3, and draw the box in that space.  On a map or an atlas, (D,3)  
 may be the place where you would fi nd the name of a city. 

A B C D

1

2

3

4

Directions: In this activity you will use a grid system to put together a puzzle that   
 should remind you of Arizona’s Cattle.  You will need the 48 
 puzzle pieces (some of the puzzle pieces are below and the rest of them
 are on the next page), and the blank grid.

 1. Cut out the puzzle pieces one at a time (cut around the thick black line of  
  the square).  Glue that piece in its proper place on the empty grid before  
  cutting out the next piece.  Make sure that you do not turn the puzzle   
  piece upside down or turn it on its side before gluing it;  the way it looks  
  before you cut it out is the way it should be glued onto the grid.  
 
 2. Follow the example above:  If the puzzle piece is labeled (D,1), glue that  
  piece in the space where D meets 1 on the grid by going over to D and up to 1.

 3. When you are fi nished, color in your picture with your coloring pencils.
 
 4. The fi rst one has been done for you as an example.

(D,1) (F,2) (B,4) (C,8) (D,6) (E,4)
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Copper was formed millions of years ago beneath the surface of Arizona.  The fi rst Spanish 
explorers in Arizona were searching for 
gold.  A few found gold, but some of 
the explorers found a mineral just as 
important as gold.  They didn’t realize 
it, but this important mineral was 
copper.    
 In the late 1800s, Arizona’s 
copper mines helped Arizona 
grow.  The invention of the 
electric motor, the telephone, 
and the light bulb kept copper 
in high demand.  
 Today, Arizona’s copper mines 
still produce about one billion dollars worth of 
copper each year.  
 How copper is mined depends a lot on 
where and how the mineral is found in the Earth.  
In the early days of Arizona, copper miners used 
ordinary picks and knives to dig the copper out of a mountain.  They carried the copper by 
mule trains to other locations where the copper could be made into useful items.

COPPER MINER

• Copper was fi rst found by prehistoric people. 
 It was the fi rst metal they used to make 
 useful items.
• Copper is usually found with other metals 
 like gold, silver, and lead.
• Some large chunks of copper weighing as 
 much as 420 tons have been found in northern
 Michigan.
• The leading copper producing states are 
 Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah. 

FAST FACTS
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Cotton is the leading cash crop in Arizona.  This means that of all the crops farmed in Arizona, 
cotton earns the most money for our state.  This is very important to Arizona’s economy 
because cotton provides many jobs for Arizona’s 2,000 cotton farmers.  Arizona produces 
about 10% of the nation’s cotton.  Most of this cotton is shipped to Asia.

GROWING COTTON
 In Arizona, cotton is planted from March through May and is harvested from August to 

October.  Before farmers can plant the cotton they must prepare the 
area by fertilizing the soil and tilling the ground.  The cotton seeds 
are planted by a mechanical planter that digs the hole, drops the 
seed, and covers it over with dirt.  The seed usually sprouts about 14 
days after planting.  

  After sprouting, the cotton plants must be thinned to avoid over 
crowding.  The development of the cotton boll or the fruit of the 
cotton plant begins with a tightly closed bud, just like you would 
fi nd on a rose before it opens.  The bud soon 
opens into a cream-colored fl ower which 
falls off after about a day.  After the 

fl ower fades, the boll is left containing the cotton’s seeds and fi bers.

THE BOLL WEEVIL
 The cotton plant has many enemies that farmers must control 
to avoid losing their crops.  The best-known enemy is the boll weevil, 
which has been responsible for millions of dollars worth of damage.  
The boll weevil has a long, curved snout for drilling into the cotton boll 
and eating the contents of the boll.  A farmer’s best defense against the boll 
weevil is poison which kills the creature.                

COTTON BOLL

BOLL WEEVIL

ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY LESSON NINE
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 Name ___________________________________  
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Climate is the average condition of weather over a period of years.  This includes temperature 
and precipitation.  Those of us who live in Arizona know that Arizona is usually described by 
visitors as hot and dry.  This is because Arizona lies in an area known as Arid America.  Less 
than 20 inches of precipitation falls in Arid America each year.  
 Of course, we know that there is more to Arizona’s climate than just hot and dry.  Each 
of Arizona’s three regions divides our state into different climates.  Learning about each region 
will help you to understand more about climate, one of Arizona’s 5 Cs.

THE DESERT REGION
 About one third of Arizona is desert.  Arizona’s desert 
region is part of the Sonoran Desert which stretches into 
Mexico.  A desert is a hot, dry region that receives less than 
ten inches of precipitation each year.  
 People usually think that a place which receives so 
little water is a dry, dusty area without much life.  This is not 
true of Arizona.  In fact, Arizona’s deserts bloom with many 
kinds of plant life.  Many different types of wildlife roam 
Arizona’s deserts as well.

THE MOUNTAIN REGION
 The mountain region of Arizona has a climate much 
different from the desert region.  Arizona’s mountain 
region joins the Rocky Mountains in Utah and the Sierra 
Madre (MAW•dray) Mountains in Mexico.    
 Plenty of precipitation and lower temperatures 
are found in the mountain region.  This is because the 
mountain region is at a higher elevation than the desert 
region.  The higher elevation causes the mountain region to 
have cool summers and cold winters.  The mountain region 
also has something you will rarely see in the desert: snow! 

 
  

ARIZONA GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY LESSON TEN
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The United States grows more citrus fruit than any other country.  Arizona’s warm climate 
and long growing season helps add to the 585 million boxes of fruit grown annually in our 
country.  Citrus, like Arizona’s other 5 Cs, helps our economy by providing jobs for farmers 
and fruit pickers.  Arizona’s citrus also brings money into our state through the sale of citrus to 
states and countries that do not have citrus growing weather.  
 Oranges, lemons, and grapefruits are the most popular citrus fruits grown in Arizona.  
These fruits can be eaten fresh, squeezed for their juices, and used for their vitamins and other 
important nutrients necessary for good health.  Cattle food is also processed from citrus by 
using the outer peel of the fruit.

THE ORANGE
 The orange is the oldest and most popular of all citrus fruits.  The orange makes up 65% 
of all citrus grown.  More than three-fourths of the oranges grown in the 
United States are processed into fresh, canned, or frozen juice.  
About one-fi fth of the orange crop is sold as fresh fruit.  The 
rest is used for candy, marmalade, salads, and soft drinks.  
 There are many different types, shapes, and colors 
of oranges.  The most popular type of orange is the 
sweet orange, but oranges can also be sour, bitter, or 
mandarins.  Oranges can be round, oval, pink, and even 
dark red in color!  
 Orange trees begin their lives as buds in special nurseries.  
They are transplanted to orchards when they are 6 to 12 months old and begin bearing fruit 
four or fi ve years later.  Some orange trees may produce fruit for 50 or more years.

• Citrus fruits are native to southern China and    
  Southeast Asia where they have been grown for   
 4,000 years.
• Brazil is the leading orange-producing country   
 followed by the United States, Italy, and Spain.

FAST FACTS
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You have just fi nished reading about the importance of citrus to Arizona’s economy.  Citrus 
grows well in Arizona’s climate and helps provide jobs and income for farmers and fruit 
pickers.

In this activity, you will describe, plant, and observe the growth of orange, lemon, and 
grapefruit plants.      

Part I 
Directions: Using an orange, lemon, and grapefruit, fi ll in the chart below describing each 
 in terms of color, shape, smell, and taste.

Part II
Directions:

1.  Very carefully remove the seeds from the inside of each fruit.  
2.  Rinse the seeds with some water.
3.  Label three planting containers with your name and the type of seed you will be planting in  
 the container.  The containers should have holes in the bottom so extra water can run out   
 when you water your plants.
4.  Put three to four inches of soil in each container.
5.  Plant a few moist seeds in each container and cover the seeds with a half inch of soil.
6.  Moisten the soil and add a few drops of citrus plant vitamins, if available.
7.  Keep your containers in a warm place.  Citrus plants do well in an airy environment, so if   
 possible keep the plant near an open window or put outside on warm days.
8.  The soil needs to stay moist, but not soggy.  For the fi rst few days you can cover the   
 containers with plastic wrap so the soil does not dry out.  Remove the plastic wrap when the  
 seeds sprout, but continue to keep the plants moist.
9.  Use the “Daily Plant Record” to record the growth of your plants.

       ORANGE

       LEMON

    GRAPEFRUIT

 COLOR SHAPE SMELL TASTE

GROWING CITRUS
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In this section of your Arizona materials you will fi nd a Literature Study 
designed for you to coincide with Arizona’s State Standards for Social Studies.  
The Annotated Bibliography that follows contains books covering American 
History, World History, Civics/Government, Geography, and Economics.  Your 
Literature Study contains the following:

1. An Annotated Bibliography list of 46 books which are age and grade    
 appropriate for this subject.  You may choose to check out a classroom set 
 of these books from the library, or send a list of titles home to parents and 
 have the students check out their own books.

2.   Discussion Cards for you to use with your students in weekly Discussion   
        Groups.  We suggest that you spend the fi rst week or two reading a book 
 from the literature list orally with your students and modeling Discussion 
 Group expectations and proper use of Discussion Cards.  Each weekly 
 discussion should be followed by students fi lling out a Discussion Record 
 Sheet.  We suggest a group discussion each week for three weeks.

3.   Comprehension Activities which include Story Charting, Story Mapping, 
 and a Time Line.  Each of these activities requires the students to list 
 characters, setting, problems, sequenced events, and the resolutions to the 
 problems in the stories they are reading.  Again, proper modeling of each of 
 these activities will insure student success.  We suggest that students 
 choose two of these comprehension activities for each book they read 
 during the Literature Study.

4.   A Vocabulary Activity with step-by-step instructions for defi ning words   
  within the context of the sentences they’re reading in their books.  The   
  activity also requires them to make a mini semantic map of the vocabulary   
  work they’ve done.  We suggest that students choose and do the activity for  
  fi ve words from each book that they read.  You can, of course, increase or   
  decrease this number to fi t the individual needs of your students.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

1. Armer, Laura Adams.  WATERLESS 
      MOUNTAIN. Illus. with Sidney 
      McKay.  David McKay Co., Inc., 1931. 212p.
  (Geography, American History)

      This 1931 Newberry Medal Winner set in northern 
  Arizona tells the story of a Navajo boy’s quest to 
  become a medicine man.

2. Arnold, Oren.  MYSTERY OF THE
  SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN. Illus. 
  by Jimmie Ihms.  Harvey House, Inc.,
  1972. 190p.  (Geography, American History)

  When Bill Dan Alderdice befriended the old
       Dutchman, Jacob Ealzer, on his deathbed, he
       had no idea that the gesture would lead him 
       on a treasure hunt for the Old Dutchman’s 
       hidden gold mine.  Together with fi ve new 
       friends and a few clues to help them, Bill Dan
       leads the expedition through Arizona’s 
  Superstition Mountains.

3. Atkins, Beth S. VOICES FROM THE   
  FIELDS. Little Brown, 1993. 96p.    
  (American History, World History)
 
  Ten Hispanic children from nine to eighteen tell   
  their stories about life as a migrant farm worker.    
  Although the story takes place in the California   
  fi elds, many of their experiences are similar to   
  those faced by migrant workers in Arizona.
  
4. Beatty, Patricia. SOMETHING TO
      SHOUT ABOUT. Morrow, 1976. 249p.    
  (American History)

       A group of women set out to raise money to
       buy a new schoolhouse for their children. 
       Set in a fl edgling gold-mining town in Montana
        Territory in 1875, this humorous story
       illustrates the surprisingly modern roles that
       women played amid the untamed atmosphere
       of the Old West.
 
   

5. Beckman, Delores.  MY OWN PRIVATE SKY.  
  Dutton, 1980. (Geography, American History)
 
    Sixty-year-old Arizona native Jenny Kearnes
       has moved to California with her ancient father,
       a room full of desert artifacts, and a secret fear.  
       Eleven-year-old Arthur Elliot joins forces with 
       Jenny and together they surmount problems of 
       self-image, single parent households, and 
     Jenny’s loss of her leg.  (Although not set in 
  Arizona, students can use critical thinking and 
  problem solving skills to compare their own lives with 
  those of Jenny and Arthur.) 

6. Benchley, Nathaniel. ONLY EARTH 
      SKY LAST FOREVER. Harper & Row,
      1972. 189p. (Civics/Government, American 
  History)

      Young Dark Elk understood Crazy Horse’s             
       words.  Brought up at a U.S. Government
        Agency, he saw his people humiliated and
  impoverished as the white man’s promises were
       broken.  Yearning to live free on the remaining   
  Native American land, Dark Elk wanted only to   
  prove himself a warrior and win Lashuka, the           
  girl he loved.

7.   Bohner, Charles H. BOLD JOURNEY: WEST 
  WITH LEWIS AND CLARK. Houghton 
  Miffl in, 2004. 192p. (Geography, American 
  History, Civics)

  Colorful and complex language make the characters 
  in this book come alive as readers learn about the 
  Lewis and Clark Expedition.  Societal order, fi tting in, 
  bullying, choices, and personal conduct are all explored 
  through the eyes of main character Hugh McNeal.
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                Names of Discussion Group members:

                Glue your Discussion Card in the area below:

  In your Discussion Group you should have discussed every question on your              
  card.  Underline two questions from your card, and use the space below to   
   write an answer to those questions.

   ___________________________________________________________________  

   ___________________________________________________________________  

   ___________________________________________________________________  

   ___________________________________________________________________  

   ___________________________________________________________________  

   ___________________________________________________________________  

   ___________________________________________________________________  

 Name __________________________________  

DISCUSSION RECORD
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ECONOMY WHEEL GRADING CHART  

Completed Chart by gluing 
all 9 circles into their correct
places 

3     2     1     0CRITERIA

COMPARE

AND CONTRAST

CHART

WHEEL

PATTERN

SCORE

TOTAL

WHEEL

COLORING AND

ASSEMBLY

CONVENTIONS

capitalization, spelling, 
punctuation

Didn’t attempt to complete
Chart

Completed Wheel Pattern 
by correctly writing all
information from Chart in
appropriate windows

Didn’t attempt to complete
Wheel Pattern

Followed directions to 
neatly color Wheel Cover
and correctly cut and 
assembled Learning Wheel 

Colored, cut, and assembled
Learning Wheel but it was 
messy and directions were 
not followed

Didn’t attempt to color, cut,
or assemble Learning Wheel

Had less than 4 convention
errors in finished Learning
Wheel

Had 4 -7 convention errors 
in finished Learning Wheel.

Had 8-10 convention errors 
in finished Learning Wheel.

Had more than 10 errors in 
finished Learning Wheel.

Completed Chart by gluing 
6-8 circles into their correct
places 

Completed Chart by gluing 
less than six circles into their 
correct places

Completed Wheel Pattern 
by correctly writing at least
half of information from Chart 
in appropriate windows

Completed Wheel Pattern 
by correctly writing less than
half of information from Chart 
in appropriate windows

Followed directions to 
neatly color Wheel Cover
OR correctly cut and 
assembled Learning Wheel 

ECONOMY WHEEL GRADING CHART  

ENTREPRENEURS
WAGE

EARNERS

own their
own companies

can choose
how to

spend their
earnings

work for 
someone else

set their
own prices
based on

supply and
demand

risk their
own money

make profits
from their
companies

don’t make
any pricing
decisions

no financial
risks

at work

make an
hourly

wage or
salary

can choose
how much

money
to save

can borrow
or save

money at
a bank

must be
educated

about
products

sold
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CATTLE GRID MATH 
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ARIZONA’S RESERVATIONS MAP

BROWN

PINK

PURPLE

YELLOW

GRAY

WHITE

LIGHT BLUE

RED

RED

RED

RED
STRIPES

BLUE STRIPES

BLACK

ORANGE

ORANGE

DARK BLUE

DARK BLUE

DARK BLUE

GREEN

GREEN

GREEN

CONSIDER THE SOURCE

1. S
2. S
3. P
4. P
5. S
6. P
7. P
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